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Turkey’s Attempted Coup – Cui Bono? An [Organized] Gift From Allah?

By Felicity Arbuthnot, August 02 2016

In under a week 60,000 people had been fired or detained and 2,300 institutions closed on
Erdogan’s  orders.  Latest  figures  stand  at  70,000  including  media,  health,  education  and
judiciary purged or interned according to the State sponsored Anadolu news agency – which
may be the only news outlet standing since: “at least 131 newspapers, television and radio
stations, magazines, publishers and news agencies” have been ordered closed this week
alone.” (Independent, 31st July 2016.)

Bombing Libya Again, This Time Because of 9/11

By Edward Curtin, August 03 2016

In a previous article (published on  July 29) I focussed on Hilary Clinton’s involvement in the
destruction of  Libya in  2011.   In  that  piece I  wrote  that  Libya had disappeared from
mainstream media coverage, but that it will reappear if US/NATO forces decide to bomb
again.  I suggested that such bombing may be fast approaching. That bombing has arrived
quicker than I thought; it commenced on Monday, August 1, and some MSM have reported
it, although not prominently.

Green Party vs. “Two Unacceptable Options”. Vote Jill Stein in November…

By Stephen Lendman, August 03 2016

America’s debauched political system is rigged to assure one of its two neocon-infested
duopoly wings wins every time.The choice each “election” is between the lesser of two
abominable evils no sensible person should support. This year, Hillary is by far the most
dangerous of two unacceptable options. Subservience to Wall Street and escalated war on
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humanity is certain if she succeeds Obama. Who can support such madness! Is Trump any
better? At the margins at most. Whoever heard of a billionaire tycoon populist serving
everyone equitably,  concerned about anything besides himself  and special  interests he
represents.

Monsanto in India: Meet the New Boss – Same as the Old Boss?

By Colin Todhunter, August 03 2016

In capitalism, the state’s primary role is to secure the interests of private capital.  The
institutions of globalised capitalism – from the World Bank, the IMF and the WTO right down
to the compliant bureaucracies of national states or supranational unions – facilitate private
wealth  accumulation  that  results  in  the  forms  of  structural  inequalities  and  violence
(unemployment, poverty, population displacement, bad food, poor health, environmental
destruction, etc) that have become ‘accepted’ as necessary (for ‘growth’) and taken for
granted within mainstream media and political narratives.

Washington’s Zika Vaccination Ploy

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, August 03 2016

Should you fear receiving the needle from a stranger?  Yes.  Should you fear receiving it
from a person you know all too well as a historical abuser?  Even more so.  Empires do it,
states do it, and even local agencies do it.  Let’s all, as it were, vaccinate for all in this
perverted paraphrasing of the Cole Porter song, the assumption that the medical facility
cures, and the giver and administrator knows all.
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